Interactive Embedded Components

**Embedded Component Updates**

**Combo Box Component and List Box Component**

The following properties can now be accessed programmatically using the `DocumentTools` package:

- `selectedIndex`: The index of the item which is selected, where the indexing starts with 0.
- `selectedindices`: (List Box Component only) The set of all indices for items which are selected.

You can now keep track of the selected item in a Combo Box or List Box Component by its index rather than its value. If you are working with a list box that allows multiple selected items, you can keep track of all selected items by their indices.

**Video Component**

The video player component now supports MP4 files.

**Code Edit Region Updates**

You can now hide a code edit region using the `visible` property, and the `expanded` property now controls whether the region is collapsed. Note this is a change in the meaning of the `visible` property from previous versions of Maple.